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Abstract: Over the past two decades, linguistic typology has been moving
increasingly away from its original goal of classifying languages into ideal
types that would be constrained by categorical universals. What has
been emerging as a new paradigm instead starts from the distribution
of structures in the world, asking “what’s where why?” I present here a
concrete approach to this question, called ‘Distributional Typology’. The
approach starts from causal theories on the forces that aﬀect language
change, from processing preferences to the historical contingencies of
language contact. The predictions of these theories can then be tested
against ﬁne-grained matrices of cross-linguistic diversity, using statistical
methods for estimating diachronic trends from synchronic distributions.
Over the past two decades, linguistic typology has been moving increasingly away from
its original goal of classifying languages into ideal types that would be constrained by
categorical universals. What has been emerging as a new paradigm instead starts from
asking “what’s where why?”: What linguistic structures are there in human languages,
and how can we compare them? Where do we ﬁnd these structures, i.e. are they areally
or genealogically restricted, or are they universally preferred or dispreferred? Why do we
ﬁnd the structures where they are? While these three questions characterize more and
* I thank the audiences of my courses at the 2009 LSA Linguistic Institute in Berkeley and the 2010
DGfS-CNRS Summer School on Linguistic Typology in Leipzig for helpful questions and comments on
the themes underlying the present chapter. Many thanks also go to Michael Cysouw, Bernd Heine,
Steven Moran, Heiko Narrog, Johanna Nichols, Sabine Stoll, Fernando Zúñiga and an anonymous
reviewer for very helpful comments on an earlier draft. None of them should be held responsible of
course for any remaining shortcomings or misconceptions. Part of the research summarized here was
supported by Grant No. II/83 393 from the Volkswagen Foundation.
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2more research in typology, there has only been sporadic discussion of their theoretical
foundations (brieﬂy surveyed in the ‘further reading’ section at the end of this chapter).
The present chapter contributes to this discussion, with the aim of sharpening the
contours of the emerging paradigm. Speciﬁcally, I develop one concrete approach to the
‘what’s where why’ question, called here ‘Distributional Typology’. In Distributional Ty-
pology, the what question is approached by the idea that the core units of language are
individual structures (of any kind and granularity: constructions, relations, orderings,
distinctive features, rule domains, meanings etc.) which can all be exhaustively de-
scribed by large matrices of cross-linguistically applicable variables. The where question
is explored by statistical models of how these individual structures evolve over time and
across space. The why question ﬁnally is answered by causal theories from which these
statistical models can be derived and which are themselves grounded in speciﬁc forces
that are known to aﬀect language change, from processing preferences to the historical
contingencies of language contact.
I ﬁrst discuss the theoretical status of generalizations in Distributional Typology as
opposed to other approaches (Section 1). I then raise the what question: how can we
ﬁnd out what linguistic structures there are, and how can we compare them (Section 2)?
Section 3 addresses the where and why questions by discussing types of causes that are
expected to shape the distribution of linguistic structures. After introducing methods
for developing statistical models of such causes in Section 4, I illustrate their use in a
case study on the distribution of case marking and word order patterns (Section 5). The
chapter concludes by summarizing the state of the art and identifying some pressing
issues for future research (Section 6).
1 Two ways of thinking about generalizations
Most work in linguistics relies on what one may call the Pāṇinian approach:1 seek max-
imally general statements, try to explain away as many counterexamples as possible by
reanalyzing them as falling outside the scope of the statement, and then account for the
remaining exceptions by specifying their conditions in terms that are again as general
as possible. The procedure is based on the idea that the best way of capturing facts
about language is in the form of categorical rather than statistical statements. This
methodological commitment underlies the Neo-Grammarian principle of exceptionless
sound laws as much as the standard way of analyzing grammar in most current frame-
works, from Chomsky’s (1995) Minimalist Program to the accumulation of traditional
insights called ‘Basic Linguistic Theory’ by Dixon (2010-2012).
For typology, the Pāṇinian approach means that the ideal cross-linguistic generaliza-
tion is absolute and categorical. If there are exceptions, one will want to explain them
away by reanalyzing them, or by appeal to a general condition of exception. A classical
example comes from early research by Hawkins (1983). Hawkins notes the generalization
1 in reference to the Indian grammarian Pāṇini whose work from the 5th century BCE is still one of the
most brilliant examples of the approach.
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3that prepositions entail noun-genitive order (‘house of-father’: NGen) if numerals follow
nouns (‘houses three’). But there are expections, such as the Tibeto-Burman language
Karen which has prepositions, and postposed numerals, but where genitival dependents
in NPs are preposed (GenN). Under the Pāṇinian approach to typology, one needs to ex-
plain away this exception. One could try and reanalyze the Karen prepositions as being
“really” something else (e.g. as postpositions displaced at the surface, or as preﬁxes).
Or one could introduce a condition of exception. This is what Hawkins (1983) does:
since Karen has SVO order, he proposed to add ‘non-SVO’ to the conditions, resulting
in the revised generalization ‘Prep ^ non-SVO → (NNum → NGen)’: if a language has
prepositions and non-SVO order, then, if the language places numerals after head nouns,
then the language places genitival dependents after head nouns.
In line with similar observations in many other areas of linguistics (cf. e.g. Bod’s
chapter in this volume), the Pāṇinian approach turns out not to be the best approach
to typology. Many, perhaps indeed most, interesting cross-linguistic generalizations are
statistical rather than categorical. From this point of view, it would be more interesting,
for example, to ignore the exceptions for a moment and study the simpler statistical gen-
eralization ‘Prep → (NNum → NGen)’ as a statistical trend rather than as a categorical
law of language (Dryer 1998, Cysouw 2005). This move has far-reaching consequences
because statistical generalizations have a completely diﬀerent theoretical status than
categorical generalizations. Let us explore these diﬀerences in some more detail.
Applied to inﬁnite sets of data — such as all possible human languages — the
Pāṇinian approach comes with a justiﬁcation problem: how can we establish the univer-
sal validity of generalizations? Since no sample of languages can guarantee the absence of
exceptions beyond the sample, a Pāṇinian generalization cannot be justiﬁed by inspect-
ing individual samples.2 Instead, as Chomsky (1965) noted long ago, the only possible
justiﬁcation consists in demonstrating that the generalization can be formally derived
from (i.e. proven in) a restrictive theory of possible grammars. This has a crucial impli-
cation: for any such derivation to be possible, the vocabulary of the generalizations must
be identical to the vocabulary of the theory. Statistical generalizations, by contrast, do
not have this requirement: they need not to be formulated in the vocabulary of the the-
ory that explains them because the generalization is related to its causes only indirectly
(Dryer 2006a,b): the generalization captures speciﬁc eﬀects that can be predicted from
some causal theory.
The diﬀerence between the two approaches can be illustrated by research on word
order typology. Recent work by Biberauer et al. (2008, 2014) is a good example of the
Pāṇinian approach: on the basis of a restrictive theory of possible grammars (which as-
sumes universally head-initial syntax and some mechanisms of movement), the authors
formally derive a categorical generalization, the “Final-Over-Final Constraint”. This
constraint rules out head-ﬁnal phrases dominating head-initial phrases (i.e. it outlaws
structures like *[P [P  [:::]] ], where ; ; : : : stand for syntactic categories and P
2Piantadosi & Gibson (2014) have recently shown that given the number of languages we know, we
normally cannot even estimate the probability that a generalization is without expections.
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4for ‘phrase’). At ﬁrst sight, the empirical coverage of this is fairly good. Unlike ear-
lier approaches, the Final-Over-Final Constraint not only allows for what are known as
‘harmonic’ orders (e.g. prepositions dominating head-initial NPs like in French dans la
maison de mon frêre; or postpositions dominating head-ﬁnal NPs like in Hindi mere bhāi
ke makān mẽ, lit. ‘my brother of house in’), but also for some well-known ‘disharmonic’
ones (e.g. prepositions dominating head-ﬁnal NPs like English in my brother’s house), as
opposed to head-initial NPs dominated by postpositions. But there still are some excep-
tions (e.g. among Surmic languages of Eastern Africa). Given the Pāṇinian approach,
these are then accounted for by an extra condition on the Final-Over-Final Constraint.
One of the speciﬁc conditions postulated by Biberauer et al. (2008, 2014) is that the
Final-Over-Final Constraint only applies if the heads of the stacked phrases share the
part-of-speech category: it is impossible for nominal postpositions to govern head-initial
NPs, but possible for non-nominal postpositions to do so. The extra condition means
that any counterexample can (and should) be explained away by showing that apparent
postpositions in this language really are not nominal.
For statistical generalizations, the approach is very diﬀerent. Here, one starts from
a causal theory that is hypothesized to bring about certain eﬀects. Dryer (1992) and,
in more detail, Hawkins (1994, 2004), for example, propose that syntax can be more
eﬃciently parsed by the human brain if less words are needed for detecting phrase struc-
ture. If there is indeed a demand for eﬃciency of this kind, it should cause several
eﬀects on how syntactic constructions are formed. One of these eﬀects would be a slight
preference for harmonic orders because here few words suﬃce to detect stacked phrases:
harmonic structures like [P  [P  [: : :]]] and [P [P [: : :] ] ] can be fully detected
on the basis of just two words, viz. the heads  and , while a disharmonic structure
like [P [P  [: : :]] ] requires parsing of all words, e.g. the two heads plus every-
thing that is contained in [P : : :]. In addition, because head-initial structures always
allow quicker identiﬁcation of phrase structures, one expects an across-the-board eﬀect
(a ‘dominance’ principle in Greenberg’s (1963) terms) that favors certain disharmonic
patterns over others: disharmonic prepositions over disharmonic postpositions, and con-
versely, postpositional phrases embedded in head-initial NPs over prepositional phrases
embedded in head-ﬁnal NPs, like Biberauer et al. (2008, 2014) claim.3
Under this view, generalizations describe eﬀects of causes. Unlike under a Pāṇinian
approach, the eﬀects need not, and indeed cannot, be formally derived from the relevant
causes because they are not stated in the same vocabulary. While the eﬀects are de-
scribed in structural terms (e.g. speciﬁc structures like [PP P [NP N [:::]]]), the causes
are described in processing terms that are far more general than the speciﬁc eﬀects that
they explain. The relevant processing principles have eﬀects on a large range of phenom-
ena (extensively surveyed by Hawkins 2004), and they should ultimately be grounded in
the neurophysiology of processing.
3Dryer (2005a,b) reports 50 languages with head-ﬁnal NPs and prepositions. To the extent that these
languages allow their PPs to be embedded in NPs, the claim lacks empirical support. For a real test,
however, one would need to speciﬁcally survey embedded structures, not just available phrase types.
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5This view of generalizations and their explanation is common practice in virtually
all disciplines in which statistical methods are used, but what is the advantage of this
view in linguistics? A key advantage, and presumably the reason for success across
disciplines, is that we can study very speciﬁc eﬀects of a causal theory without having to
rule out all the intervening eﬀects that one would normally expect in such an exceedingly
complex phenomenon as human language.4 If one wants to model a speciﬁc eﬀect, e.g.
of processing on word order patterns, one can include in the same statistical model
competing eﬀects, for example eﬀects from competing cognitive demands (e.g. from
priming and analogy). In addition, one can control for eﬀects from completely diﬀerent
processes, such as eﬀects from language contact and area formation, or cultural inertia
within speaker groups, or any other eﬀects.
A complex mix of causes is typical of human languages (and most likely also of how it
has evolved; cf. e.g. Fitch 2011). This situation corresponds exactly to the standard view
of causal theories and testable statistical eﬀects in most sciences. In practice, one will
often want to abstract away from intervening eﬀects and further complications (setting
their coeﬃcients to 0, as it were), but, as Stokhof & van Lambalgen (2011) point out,
one would not want to idealize the situation by completely ruling out such intervening
eﬀects as a matter of principle.
Another advantage of the standard statistical approach is that speciﬁc eﬀects can be
very small. Processing eﬀects, for example, are likely to be extremely small in general.5
This makes it possible for exceptions such as disharmonic word order structures to survive
for millennia in languages, i.e. to be acquired and processed without any problem. A
telling example of this is the persistence of prenominal relative clauses in SVO Chinese,
a pattern that goes against a universal preference and is exceedingly rare worldwide
(Greenberg 1963, Dryer 1992). A possible reason why processing eﬀects tend to be
small is that they are always in competition with strong alternative factors. Given the
choice between harmonic and disharmonic structures (when producing sentences or when
parsing them), there is an ever-so-slight preference for speakers and hearers to select a
harmonic structure over a disharmonic one. But at the same time, there will be many
other factors playing a role in this as well, notably the choice made by one’s interlocutors
and a general reliance on a system that one knows and that ‘just’ works, no matter how
harmonic it is. As a result, we expect the processing eﬀect to shine through only if there
is a suﬃcient number of occasions for choice, and that there will always be exceptions.
A third, more practical than theoretical advantage of the standard statistical ap-
proach is that generalizations can be modeled using the same mathematical lingua franca
that has proven to be extremely successful across many other disciplines. And the causes
4 Indeed, a complex mix of interacting causes is the general motivation for adopting the ‘causal-theory-
and-statistical-eﬀects’ approach in most disciplines. Theories predict highly speciﬁc eﬀects (e.g. of a
particle in physics, or of a drug in chemistry), but these maybe so strongly entangled in a web of
confounds that they can only be investigated by statistical modeling.
5Communicative needs, by contrast, tend to have much stronger eﬀects. For example, virtually all
languages distinguish formally between statements and question because the distinction is critical for
succesful communication. Exceptions here are extremely rare (Dryer 2005d) and presumably unstable.
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6behind the eﬀects can be stated directly in the psychological or sociological theory of
the domain that they are based in (e.g. in the neurophysiology of language processing).
There is no need to formulate one’s explanatory theory in a metalanguage that is full
of notions that are unique to linguistics (such as ‘merge’, ‘probes and goals’, ‘phases’,
‘c-command’, etc., see for example Boeckx, this volume) and totally insulated from the
rest of the cognitive and social sciences.
While explanations and causal theories can (and should) be formulated in the vocab-
ulary of their respective domains (society, communication, the brain etc.), their eﬀects,
i.e. statistical generalizations, need a genuinely linguistic vocabulary, a metalanguage
for describing such phenomena as ‘relative clause’, ‘preposition’, ‘verb object order’ etc.
However, unlike when working with typological generalizations under a Pāṇinian ap-
proach, the choice of metalanguage here is not constrained by how one wants to explain
the generalizations. Metalanguages need to allow analyses that cover the data fully (with
no data left behind) and that are explicit, logically coherent and replicable. Ideally, the
constructs and notions of the metalanguage have psychological reality in the sense that
they are informed by what we know about how children learn languages and how lan-
guages are processed. However, as the plethora of available metalanguages (‘theoretical
frameworks’) attests (for example in the present volume), even when one aims at fulﬁll-
ing these criteria, there is still a broad choice. What, then, would a suitable choice be
for formulating statistical generalizations of ‘what’s where why’? I turn to this issue in
the following.
2 Typological metalanguages
The key challenge for typological metalanguages is that they need to be able to describe
structures across languages in an empirically responsible way, i.e. without forcing lan-
guages into Procrustean beds. At the same time, if we want to have general insights
into the what, where and why of languages, it is absolutely essential that languages are
analyzed in comparable terms. The tension between faithfulness to particulars and the
quest for comparable analyses has driven much debates in the ﬁeld, and the pendu-
lum has swung back and forth (see e.g. Haspelmath 2010 vs. Newmeyer 2010 for recent
debate).
The problem rests on the observation that structures across languages are often
similar but never really identical. For example, one can say that case marking in Hindi
is of a similar type as case marking in Chintang (Sino-Tibetan, Nepal) in that both are
“ergative”, and many typological databases of the past would leave it at this statement.
But there are many diﬀerences as well: in Hindi, the ergative is limited to certain tenses,
in Chintang it is used generally; in Hindi it is used on all persons, in Chintang only on
some; in Hindi, the ergative is opposed to an overt object marker under some conditions,
in Chintang it is opposed to a general absolutive with zero exponence; etc. Similarly,
in some sense, German main clauses can be said to have ‘SVO’ order like in English
but there are many well-known diﬀerences; most importantly, the pre-verbal position in
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7German is not limited to ‘S’, and the way it is ﬁlled is mostly driven by information
structure. How can we describe the similarities as well as the variation?
A principled way out of this dilemma is to take ‘similarity’ simply as what it really
is: identity in some and diﬀerence in other regards. Such a situation is straightforwardly
captured by large matrices where each phenomenon in each language is a row and where
each ‘regard’ in which the phenomena can be the same or diﬀerent is a variable (a.k.a.
‘parameter’, ‘feature’ or ‘character’). I call this approach ‘Multivariate Typology’ in
Bickel (2010b, 2011b) and it is close in spirit to what Levinson & Evans (2010) mean by
a ‘Low-Level Feature Metalanguage’.6 The resulting matrices are in principle similar in
design and intent to the genomic databases that have revolutionized biology. The basic
idea of Multivariate Typology is to develop variables that are maximally ﬁne-grained
(and become ever more ﬁne-grained the deeper our analyses go).
Table 1 gives a simpliﬁed example of such a matrix, based on current research on case
marking (Bickel 2011a, Witzlack-Makarevich 2011). The matrix contains sample entries
of case markers in Chintang (ISO693.3: ctn) and Hindi (hin). The ID in the second
column links to other matrices, for example, one matrix that describes the phonological
and morphological properties of case markers, including speciﬁc representations of the
shape of markers (1372: -ŋa, 92: -ne) and more general issues such as whether markers
select for speciﬁc hosts, whether they are phonologically free or bound, whether they
undergo lexical allomorphy etc. The other columns in Table 1 are brieﬂy explained in
Table 2.
The typology tries to factor out as many aspects of case markers as are descriptively
justiﬁed across languages and of potential interest for statistical generalizations. From
a descriptive point of view, the typology can be seen as a condensed version of the
information that one would want to include in a reference grammar. For formulating
generalizations and explore ‘what’s where why’, one can derive various typologies of
interest. For example, by comparing the sets of generalized semantic roles (‘S’, ‘A’, etc.)
that are covered by case markers, one can automatically compute for each language
whether, and if so, under which conditions, the language marks a distinction between
the arguments of transitive clauses. Such a typology is of interest to various processing
hypotheses, one of which I will come back to in Section 5. Applying more complex
algorithms to the typology in Table 1, one can also automatically compute statements
of role alignment (‘accusative’, ‘ergative’ etc.), relative to referential categories (e.g.
one per person), verb categories, and clause types, and then test hypotheses on their
areal and universal distribution with great precision (see Bickel et al. in press-a,-b, for
applications). The variables in Table 1 can also of course be linked to any other set of
variables, e.g. to variables that capture the semantics of predicate classes. The matrices
6Another similarly-minded approach is Corbett’s (2005) ‘Canonical Typology’, which shares an interest
in working with multiple parameters of comparison at once. Canonical Typology is special in assuming
canons as ideal starting points where Multivariate Typology aims at measuring similarities without a
priori weighting of speciﬁc phenomena (while still allowing ad-hoc weighting in order to test speciﬁc
hypotheses). Multivariate Typology was ﬁrst sketched in Bickel (2007); a proof-of-concept study is
Bickel (2010b).
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9Variable Description
Role Generalized semantic role, based on the number of arguments and lexical
entailment tests. Possible values: with 1 argument: S; with 2 arguments: A,
P; with 3 arguments: Ad, T, G.
PoS Parts of speech and related categories. In the real database, abbreviations
like “non-excl” (for all person pronouns except ﬁrst person dual and plural
exclusive) are fully resolved into all person pronoun categories that the
language has. Possible values: open, mostly cross-linguistically applicable
categories; some language-speciﬁc residues like pronouns with gender
speciﬁcation (e.g. Russian neuter pronouns)
co.Role Co-argument role: in some languages (such as Umatilla Sahaptin: Rigsby &
Rude 1996), role marking of one argument depends on the co-presence of a
certain other role, sometimes with a certain Part of Speech (e.g. ergative case
marking on A only if there is a ﬁrst or second person P argument). Possible
values: (see under ‘Role’ above)
co.PoS (like PoS but for co-arguments)
PredCat Categories that constrain the assignment of a role marker. Possible values:
mostly language-speciﬁc (e.g. ‘PP-hin’ for Past Participle in Hindi) but in
the real database this is to some extent decomposed into formal (e.g.
periphrastic vs. synthetic) and semantic (e.g. perfective vs. imperfective)
components
Clause Constraints on clause types, e.g. main vs. dependent clauses. For example, in
Table 1, the Hindi ergative case marker is speciﬁed as occurring only in main
clauses. Possible values: largely cross-linguistically recurrent types,
developed further in Bickel (2010b)
Predicate Class Lexical predicate class, with an abbreviated description in Table 1. Possible
values: language-speciﬁc, but in the real database the classes are given as sets
of individual predicates and are annotated for cross-linguistically recurrent
meaning components (such as ‘experience‘, ‘perception’, ‘obligation’ etc.)
Table 2: Some variables in a Multivariate Typology of case markers (for details, see Bickel 2011a,
Witzlack-Makarevich 2011)
that result from this can then be mined for recurrent types or prototypes, for universal or
area-speciﬁc clusters, or for potential correlations between variables, applying any kind
of suitable data mining algorithm (for some examples, see Croft & Poole 2008, Cysouw
et al. 2008, Bickel 2010b, Donohue et al. 2011 etc.).
No Multivariate Typology is ever complete: in the example table, notions like ‘main’
vs. ‘dependent clause’ are extremely abstract and gloss over much (too much!) variation
across and within languages. In this sense, Multivariate Typology is more a research
program than a theory: the goal is to decompose every single descriptive notion into
evermore ﬁne-grained variables and thereby achieve at the same time greater precision in
description and richer opportunities for detecting generalizations. This goal is best served
if the typology is maximally general and contains as few language-particular notions as
possible. This is of course a tall order, but it is part and parcel of any attempt to
understand the phenomenon of human language in a way that goes beyond cataloguing
particulars. Fortunately, there has been and continues to be considerable progress, as
testiﬁed by the dual increase of typologically well-informed descriptive grammars and
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descriptively ever more precise typological studies. The biggest challenge here is still
semantics. For example, for full comparability the variables that are hidden behind
‘Predicate class’ in Table 1 need detailed expansion into universal semantic features,
perhaps along the ways proposed by Goddard (this volume). A promising alternative
are denotational values that can be used as stimuli in elicitation (as is traditionally done
for example in color term typology). There is no constraint on the kind of variables one
needs. Variables can be about features and denotations as much as about more abstract
variables, specifying such structures as sets (e.g. of predicates, of roles), domains (e.g.
of rule application in phonology) or orderings (e.g. before vs. after).
However, there is a natural bottom end to the enterprise: arbitrary sound/meaning
links, i.e. Saussurian signs like Chintang -ŋa ‘ergative’. These are language-speciﬁc by
deﬁnition and no matter how well we capture the sound and the meaning by typolog-
ical variables, Saussurian signs are individuals by deﬁnition, and as such, they are not
genuinely repeatable across languages like, say, a speciﬁc role set. While Saussurian
signs do not support typological generalizations, they still play an important role for
typology: they are the key data for positing genealogical relatedness, an issue to which I
will return later. Before this, however, I wish to highlight one further theoretical aspect
of Multivariate Typology.
Multivariate Typology departs from traditional ways of formulating metalanguages
for linguistic analysis. In traditional metalanguages, saying that a particular phe-
nomenon instantiates a given universal category is expected to capture more than one
speciﬁc property. For example, saying that some case marker instantiates a ‘nominative’
lets us expect a whole range of properties: at least a set of roles covered (S and A, and
not object or ‘goal’ arguments of any kind) and certain syntactic privileges associated
with this set (such as triggering agreement if there is agreement), etc. A consequence
of this is that one can speak of ‘diagnostics’ or ‘tests’: whether a speciﬁc phenomenon
instantiates a given universal category can be ‘diagnosed’ via the range of properties that
are expected from the category (‘if an NP marked by X triggers S and A agreement,
X is a nominative case’). As shown by Dryer (2006b), such a view is warranted only
if metalanguages are expected to be explanatory, e.g. to be able to say that a certain
set of roles is syntactically privileged because it represents the ‘nominative’ set (as this
is how we expect nominatives to behave). As argued above, Distributional Typology
distinguishes between metalanguages and explanations. If there are linkages between
variables (e.g. between case marking covering S and A and agreement with S and A),
these linkages are a posteriori, not a priori. If variables do correlate empirically, this
represents a statistical (not categorical) generalization. And if it is a genuine general-
ization, we expect it to be the result of some causal theory. This brings us to the next
question: what is the nature of the causes that explain distributions?
3 Types of causes
Virtually all known causes of typological distributions are historical processes: they
are forces that push language change in one way or the other, i.e. they create certain
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systematic biases (preferences, trends) in diachronic development. There are basically
two classes of theories for this, functional and event-based theories.
 Functional theories: these theories cover the large class of cognitive/physiolo-
gical and social/communicative principles that can be hypothesized to bias the
development of speciﬁc structures in certain ways, e.g. processing principles that
favor word order harmony across phrase types. Functional theories predict that
language change tends to go in a speciﬁc direction because languages follow pre-
ferred pathways of change vs. non-change (e.g. grammaticalization channels) or
that they are subject to preferred selections of variants (e.g. expansion or preser-
vation of some constructions at the expense of others). Functional theories often
have a global scope and propose universal principles with worldwide eﬀects, but
this need not be so: one could as well have a functional theory of local (population-
speciﬁc) principles and their eﬀects. A plausible theory of this kind for example
would propose that certain patterns in the language of kinship are caused by cor-
responding social practices (cf. Evans 2003 for discussion of relevant examples).
Other examples come from Trudgill’s (2011) theory that diﬀerent sociological con-
stellations (such as contact vs. isolation, dense vs. loose social networks, small vs.
large community size) explain to some extent the rise and fall of complexities in
grammar.
 Event-based theories: when languages are in contact, speakers often copy struc-
tures from other languages or develop similar structures that mimic patterns in
other languages. Event-based theories account for those processes of copying and
replication that are not grounded in how well structures ﬁt with the way our brain
or communication works, but that instead result from whatever happens to be
popular and en vogue in a given situation during a given time. Thus, event-based
theories are always grounded in the contingencies of the contact history of lan-
guages, and they are therefore tied to speciﬁc geographical areas and speciﬁc (se-
ries of) historical events in them, e.g. the spread of have-perfects in Europe in the
transition period between antiquity and the middle ages (Heine & Kuteva 2006).
In order to avoid circularity, it is critical that event-based theories are fully based
on ﬁndings in other disciplines, from history to archeology and population genetics
(Bickel & Nichols 2006). Note that unlike functional theories, event-based theo-
ries do not generalize beyond the accidents of history. Event-based theories only
predict that languages tend to develop in diﬀerent directions inside than outside a
hypothesized area because the relevant structures were replicated by speakers just
for their popularity at the time, and not for any functional reason.
Event-based theories capture most cases of language contact processes, but not all of
them. Some processes during contact are clearly also aﬀected by what is best captured
by functional theories: for example, structures that are easier to learn for adults can be
generally expected to spread in contact more easily than more diﬃcult structures. Per-
haps there are even whole parts of grammar that are relatively immune against borrowing
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and change (i.e. that are relatively ‘stable’), because they are too tightly integrated in
the way the grammar is processed. Also, given certain types of contact situations (such
as substrate situations), the diﬀusion of speciﬁc structures across languages may be af-
fected by the complexities of second language learning and bilingual processing. In all
these cases, areal diﬀusion, or the systematic absence thereof, reﬂects functional factors
that have universal validity and are not tied to a speciﬁc event (or to a speciﬁc series of
events) in history: with a certain probability, the diﬀusion is expected to apply or not
apply between all languages in contact, or between all languages in contact that meet
certain structural or sociological conditions.
This diﬀerence between functional and event-based factors in language contact has an
important methodological consequence: functional factors in contact can be estimated
as universal probabilities of horizontal transmission (as done for example by ?), but
this is not possible for event-based factors because they are triggered by individual
contingencies of history rather than universal principles of borrowability. This also means
that there is no statistical shortcut around detailed research on history and prehistory.
Functional theories can be about any kind of factor that plausibly determines how
languages develop. While in most typological work the relevant theories are located
externally to grammar, this does not have to be so. It is perfectly possible and com-
patible with the overall approach of Distributional Typology to entertain ideas like the
proposal of recursion as a genetically given dimension speciﬁc to grammar (Hauser et al.
2002, Chomsky 2010). Unlike in the Chomskyan tradition, however, in Distributional
Typology, the interest of such a theory would not be in constraining our metalanguage
(since, as argued in Section 1, metalanguages have no stakes in explanation). Instead,
reframed in terms of a functional theory, the hypothesis of interest would be this: the
development of individual languages over time is expected to ﬁt better with the genet-
ics of our brain (and the cognitive practices associated with this, e.g. in visual pattern
recognition: Stobbe et al. 2012), if languages employ hierarchical and recursive syntax
rather than simple juxtaposition (e.g. I set up the computer that just arrived rather than
The computer just arrived. I set it up). In other words, one would expect our genetic
heritage to cause statistical eﬀects on diachronic biases, e.g. it should be more likely,
ceteris paribus, for languages to develop complex embedding than losing it (as indeed is
often claimed for Indo-European, cf. Viti 2012 for a recent review of the evidence).7 Such
a genetically-based theory would be entirely parallel to such theories as the recent pro-
posal that a certain haplogroup distribution in a population favors the development and
maintenance of tonemic distinctions (Dediu & Ladd 2007, Dediu 2011) in the same pop-
ulation — if only now at a global (species-wide) rather than local (population-speciﬁc)
level.
From this perspective, the traditional distinction between language-external and
language-internal causes for linguistic change and evolution may turn out to be of little
7At present, there are no suﬃciently large databases available for testing such claims on a worldwide
scale, but see e.g. Karlsson (2009) and Mithun (2010) for suggestions about the variability of recursion
in syntax and its limits.
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interest in the end — a conclusion that coincides with what Fitch (2011) arrives at from
a biological perspective. What is of much greater concern from a linguistic point of view
is to determine to what extent functional factors (internal or external) are independent of
contact events in history (Dryer 1989): a functional theory based on universal patterns,
such as the way our brain works, is supported only if its predicted eﬀects on structure
(e.g. a preferred type of phrase structure) hold independently of historical contact areas.
For example, without detailed research, it is unclear whether the rarity of verb-initial
word order is best explained by a universal theory (be it in terms of formal grammar
design as in Baker (2001) or be it in terms of processing as in Hawkins (2004)) or rather
by long-lasting series of contact events around the Paciﬁc Rim, in the eastern Rift Val-
ley and across insular northwest Europe (i.e. in the areas with increased frequencies of
verb-initial order). A key task for any approach to ‘what’s where why’ is precisely to
develop models that allow to tell such factors apart.
4 Methodology
How can we formulate statistical models that describe the ways in which current distri-
butions of structures are brought about by speciﬁc factors? Traditionally, typologists
have sought to solve the problem by assuming that we can identify the relevant factors
by ‘weeding out’ as it were genealogical relatedness and then analyze the remaining sta-
tistical distribution of structures. The assumption is that if languages are genealogically
related, it is always possible that they share structures not because of the relevant fac-
tors, but because they descend from the same proto-language (e.g. Spanish and Italian
would have subject agreement simply because Latin had it). Therefore, all that is needed
from this traditional point of view is to exclude this possibility, either through strategic
sampling (cf. Bakker 2011 for a review of the tradition here) or by including genalogical
relatedness as a confounding variable in statistical models (e.g. Bickel et al. 2009, Jaeger
et al. 2011).
However, when related languages share structures, this itself can provide key evidence
for functional or event-based factors. Being related only means that languages arose
through splits away from a proto-language. If a speciﬁc structure persists during such
splits, this could mean that the structure was favored by some factor (e.g. of processing
or of a series of contact events in a linguistic area) just as well as it can mean that the
structure survived because of mere chance – just like a change in a variable can reﬂect
both the eﬀects of some factor or of chance (cf. Maslova 2000, Nichols 2003, Bickel 2013).
It is essential for a statistical model to be able to identify all these possibilities.
Models that meet this requirement can be developed based on the following idea:
given the current distribution within a set of genealogically related languages (a language
family), we can statistically estimate the most likely history of change and non-change
that has led to the current distribution, i.e. we can estimate diachronic developments,
and then examine to what extent these are the products of chance vs. to what extent they
are systematically inﬂuenced by functional or event-based factors. Such estimates are of
course far from trivial, and since we hardly ever know the true history of a family (only
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very few proto-languages are attested through documents), any resulting estimate cannot
be directly calibrated against reality.8 Nevertheless, there are now various concrete
proposals available that implement the basic idea of statistically estimating diachronic
trends from synchronic data: proposals by Maslova (Maslova 2004, Maslova & Nikitina
2007), by Dunn and colleagues (Dunn et al. 2011), and by myself (Bickel 2011c, 2013).
In the following I limit the discussion to my own proposal, the ‘Family Bias Method’,
because (as far as I am aware) it is the only available method that generalizes to data
from small families (with only a handful of members) and isolates. Furthermore, unlike
Maslova’s method, the Family Bias Method allows models for causal theories of any
complexity, with any number and kind of factors, including scalar and multinomial
factors. Finally, unlike the method adopted by Dunn and colleagues, the Family Bias
Method is equally applicable to typological data that are variable or constant in a family.
Furthermore, the Family Bias Method does not require that we necessarily assume tree
structures instead of wave models, while it can make use of tree structure information if
it is available.9
In the Family Bias Method, each family is evaluated as to whether its daughter
languages show a bias towards the same structure (or set of structures, or a correla-
tion between structures, etc.), as revealed by a suitable statistical test (or a Bayesian
estimator). If there is such a bias (a statistically signiﬁcant number of daughter lan-
guages have the same structure, e.g. OV order), this means that daughter languages
have preferentially innovated in the same direction, or they kept what was already in
the proto-language. Either way, a bias suggests that — for whatever reason — there
was a systematic preference in the development of the given family. The absence of a
bias suggests random ﬂuctuation in development. Note that at this point it does not
matter what causes are responsible for biases or their absence: they can be chance ef-
fects that happened to aﬀect a speciﬁc family for some time, or they may result from
event-based diﬀusion in an area, from universal principles, or any other cause. Also, it
does not matter what the structures really were in the proto-language: for estimating a
bias, we don’t need to know because the same bias can result from multiple innovation
as well as from systematic preservation (or from early innovation followed by systematic
preservation).
The presence of biases of this kind can be determined straightforwardly in families
with enough representatives — say, at least half a dozen. In these cases, an appropriate
test is for example a binomial (or multinomial) test, but other procedures are possible
as well. But what about smaller families, or families with just one member, i.e. isolates?
Here, biases can be estimated using extrapolation algorithms: for this, we can use the
information on biases in large families in order to estimate the biases that are likely to
have been behind the attested structures in small families: if, say, 60% of large families
8Like in other disciplines with this problem, the obvious alternative is to evaluate methods by computer
simulations of language change, but research here is only beginning.
9The Family Bias Method is implemented in an R package (R Development Core Team 2014) developed
by Taras Zakharko and available for download at https://github.com/IVS-UZH/familybias. For
detailed exposition of the method and justiﬁcation of its assumptions, see Bickel (2013).
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are biased towards some speciﬁc structure (e.g. biased towards OV order, or towards
VO order) rather than balanced between structures (i.e. with about as many OV as VO
daughters), we estimate a .6 probability that the known members of small families come
from larger unknown families with a bias as well (in whatever direction), as opposed to
families without any bias.10 Some of the known members will be representative of the
bias in the unknown larger family, and so we can take their structural choice (e.g. VO
order) to reﬂect the bias (picking the majority value, or making a random choice in the
case of ties). But some known members will happen to be deviates, e.g. the odd guy out
that developed an OV pattern although the family as a whole is biased towards VO (like
Tunen in Bantu: Mous 1997). The probability of being representative can be estimated
from the strength of the bias in large families: e.g. if among biased large families, biases
tend to be very strong (e.g. on average covering over 90% of members), we can estimate
a high probability that the known members of small biased families are representative
of the larger unknown family from which they derive; then, the probability of being the
odd guy(s) out is much lower.
In summary, using the probabilities of bias and of representativeness based on large
families, we can estimate how many of the small families come from larger biased as
opposed to unbiased families, and if they come from biased families, we can estimate
whether the known members reﬂect the respective biases of their families or deviate
from them. These extrapolation estimates introduce error but do so randomly along a
normal distribution. Therefore, we get a fairly reliable estimate of family biases if we
extrapolate many times (say a few thousand times) and then compute the average of
this.
The resulting estimates on family biases provide appropriate data for exploring the
various causes that can aﬀect diachrony, and that are therefore responsible for ‘what’s
where why’. A hypothesized cause is supported to the extent that it accounts well for
the estimated biases, given all possible interactions with eﬀects of other causes. When
families show no biases, by contrast, there are no preferences, and proto-languages seem
to have developed randomly. A straightforward way of exploring these possibilities
systematically and in one go is to explore the extent to which estimated family biases
are statistically associated with the eﬀects of relevant causes. A suitable framework for
this is the family of generalized linear models because this statistical technique allows
one to directly estimate the relative contribution of each eﬀect. I illustrate this by a case
study in the following.
5 A worked example: case marking, word order and the Eurasian spreads
Many typologists have hypothesized that a verb-ﬁnal clause structure favors the devel-
opment or persistence of markers that distinguish the roles of argumental NPs, i.e. case
markers or adpositions (Greenberg 1963, Nichols 1992, Siewierska 1996, Dryer 2002).
10Technically, a more appropriate estimator is Laplace’s Rule of Succession which avoids unrealistic
probabilities of 1 and 0 in extreme cases. See Bickel (2013).
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Hawkins (2004) presents a functional theory of what would plausibly cause such an ef-
fect: under this theory, the presence of role-distinguishing markers on NPs allows quicker
identiﬁcation of argument structure. For verb-ﬁnal clauses this has the advantage that
the parser does not have to wait until it encounters the predicate that makes explicit
the argument structure. Although Hawkins does not discuss this, it seems reasonable to
assume that what matters is distinctions of any semantic role: agents vs. patients just
as well as experiencer vs. stimuli. Among all role pairs, the ones with human referents
in both roles arguably play the most important role, since it is here that confusions are
most likely, typically with frequent predicates like ‘see’, ‘hear’, ‘tell’, ‘meet’, ‘follow’, etc.
In many languages, constellations of two human referents with the relevant predicates
have special, ‘non-canonical’ case marking. Therefore, the theory is best tested against
a multivariate typology that includes the full range of possibilities and is not limited
to what is often thought of as canonical agent-patient pairs (in e.g. verbs of hitting or
breaking).
Thus, for current purposes, a language counts as having case marking if it formally
diﬀerentiates between two argumental NPs of at least one kind (e.g. only ﬁrst and second
person pronouns) in at least some bivalent predicates (e.g. perhaps only in some expe-
riencer predicates with an oblique experiencer). A suﬃciently rich database is the one
illustrated in Table 1 above. For testing the theory, this database is merged with data
on verb-ﬁnal vs. non-verb-ﬁnal order from AUTOTYP (?), enriched by Dryer’s (2005c)
data. The database contains 489 languages distributed over 29 families with at least 5
members and 120 smaller families.11 For the processing hypothesis, it is reasonable to
expect the strongest eﬀects in the most common clause types (e.g. in main rather than
dependent clauses), and this happens to be what the database is limited to.
Maps 1 and 2 show the worldwide distribution of the two variables. Comparison
of the maps indicates that both variables are subject to areal diﬀusion patterns, in line
with many suggestions in the literature (Dryer 1989, Siewierska 1996, Dryer 2000, 2005c,
Bickel & Nichols 2009): Eurasia is known to favor case marking whereas Africa is known
to disfavor it. Southeast Asia and Europe are known to favor VO order while the rest
of Eurasia is known to strongly favor OV order. This raises the possibility that the
association of case markers and verb-ﬁnal order is an artifact of a joint spread of these
phenomena in some parts of the world during some period of time, i.e. that the current
distribution is best explained by an event-based rather than a functional theory.
Since case markers predominate all over Eurasia, the most pressing event-based the-
ory to consider is Jakobson’s (1931) classical proposal that Eurasia is a linguistic area as
a whole. There is quite a bit of evidence for intense contact and many repeated language
shifts in the wake of conquests throughout the known history of the area (Nichols 1992,
1998). Genetic ﬁndings by Rootsi et al. (2007) suggest that similar processes of male-
dominated diﬀusions have had much earlier origins (dating back to over 14-19k years
11Merging the word order data of the two databases is justiﬁed because for all 270 languages coded in
both databases, the coding is identical. The full dataset used in the present analyses is available for
download at http://www.autotyp.uzh.ch.
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Map 1: Presence (ﬁlled circles) vs. absence (empty squares) of case markers: 83% of the languages
in Eurasia vs. 60% elsewhere have case markers for distinguishing A and P in at least some NPs
and with at least some predicates
Map 2: Final (ﬁlled circles) vs. non-ﬁnal (empty squares) verb positions: 74% of the languages
in Eurasia vs. 53% elsewhere put verbs ﬁnal in the most common declarative main clauses.
ago) and with a much wider range (linking Southeast Asia in counterclockwise direction
with Northern Europe). Therefore, it is entirely possible that the current distribution
of case markers and verb-ﬁnal orders reﬂects ancient spreads. Southeast Asia (and to
a more limited extent also Europe) now departs from this, but these could plausibly
reﬂect later developments (see Enﬁeld 2005 for Southeast Asia and Haspelmath 1998
for Europe). If the Eurasian spreads are signiﬁcant, we expect them to leave statistical
signals despite these later developments (e.g. in the form of case markers and remnant
verb-ﬁnal structures that survive in most Tibeto-Burman in Southeast Asia, resisting
the overall proﬁle of the area).
What we have, then, is two competing theories of diachronic developments: a func-
tional theory that suggests that processing advantages lead to a coupling of case marking
and verb-ﬁnal order over time and an event-based theory that suggests that this coupling
was caused by accidentally joint diﬀusion of the two features. The two theories can be
tested by estimating family biases for developing case markers under the two conditions
of a family having (a) verb-ﬁnal vs. other order and (b) of a family being placed inside
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vs. outside Eurasia (the latter deﬁned for current purposes as in Nichols & Bickel 2009).
The question is which of these conditions (or both in interaction) best predicts any biases
within families to maintain and/or innovate case markers.
There is a small problem for such a test design, though: some families are split
with respect to the relevant features, e.g. 17 families are split between ﬁnal and non-
ﬁnal order (e.g. Indo-European) and two families span beyond Eurasia (Austronesian
and Afroasiatic). To solve the problem, we can search for the lowest taxon that is not
split by these factors and determine family biases within the resulting taxa. In Indo-
European, for example, such taxa can be found at major branch levels. When no lowest
non-split taxon can be found or the genealogical database I use (Nichols & Bickel 2009)
does not contain enough subgrouping information (which is the case in 8 out of the 19
split families), I set up pseudo-taxa based on the relevant conditions, e.g. a verb-ﬁnal
pseudo-group and a non-verb-ﬁnal pseudo-group within Arawakan. These pseudo-groups
were invariably small (containing between 1 and 4 members), and so they entered the
analyses only during extrapolations to small families.12
Combining the analysis of large families with averaged extrapolations to isolates and
small families (including pseudo-groups), we obtain the frequency distribution displayed
in Figure 1.
Order Area Bias N^
V...] Other no bias 67:35
V...] Other against case 4:90
V...] Other for case 3:75
...V] Other no bias 69:78
...V] Other against case 10:53
...V] Other for case 23:69
V...] Eurasia no bias 14:77
V...] Eurasia against case 1:89
V...] Eurasia for case 2:34
...V] Eurasia no bias 3:92
...V] Eurasia against case 3:49
...V] Eurasia for case 29:59
Other
V...] ...V]
Eurasia
V...] ...V]
bias for case
bias against case
no bias
Figure 1: The distribution of estimated biases in developing or maintaining case markers within
genealogical taxa across verb-ﬁnal vs. other orders and Eurasia vs. other areas. The plot on the
right visualizes the relative proportions of the counts in the table on the left, using the ‘mosaic’
technique provided by Meyer et al. (2006).
The relative counts of families estimated as lacking a bias (grey tiles in the plot) suggest
that there are many families without a signiﬁcant bias towards or against case markers,
i.e. case markers come and go regardless of word order or area conditions. This is
especially true outside Eurasia: families seem to be more diverse with regard to case-
marking here than in Eurasia; within Eurasia, families are more diverse in this regard in
non-word-ﬁnal than in ﬁnal word order groups. These ﬁndings have their own interest
12For a general discussion of pseudo-groups, including large ones, see Bickel (2013).
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and invite further research on the sociological reasons for diversiﬁcation in families (for
a start, cf. Nichols 1998 on Eurasia and Trudgill 2011 for a theoretical framework).
For now let us focus on the eﬀects that functional and event-based theories are
expected to have on biases towards or against case marking. For this, families without
biases provide no evidence: unless we know the proto-language (which is almost never
the case), structural diversity can arise from some languages changing towards a speciﬁc
structure or away from it. Concentrating on families with biases, Figure 1 suggests that
biases towards rather than against case marking (black vs. white tiles) are found more
often in Eurasia than elsewhere (see the diﬀerence between the ‘Other’ vs. the ‘Eurasia’
two-column panels in the ﬁgure) and more often if the family is verb-ﬁnal than not (cf.
the ‘V...]’ vs. ‘...V]’ columns inside each area panel). This ﬁts with the predictions of
both the functional and the event-based theory, but could the eﬀects be the product of
chance processes?
To ﬁnd out, the frequencies of families with biases towards vs. against case markers
can be studied in a generalized linear model (GLM). For this, I assume, with Cysouw
(2010), that linguistic diachrony reﬂects underlying Poisson processes; a suitable GLM
with this assumption is known as the log-linear model. These models allow one to
systematically explore whether speciﬁc interactions of columns (value combinations) in
a table like the one in Figure 1 are needed in order to account for the diﬀerences in
the counts: for example, without an interaction between the area and the bias columns
(formally, areabias, combining values like ‘Eurasia’ & ‘for case’, ‘Eurasia’ & ‘against
case’ etc.), one would expect that the ratio of ‘for case’ vs. ‘against case’ counts within
each word order type is roughly the same in Eurasia and elsewhere, and that any observed
diﬀerence falls within what one expects to result from random (Poisson) processes alone.
Intuitively, this does not seem to be the case in the data at hand: the diﬀerences are
unlikely to result from chance (e.g. within verb-ﬁnal families, the ratio is 29.59/3.49 =
8.48 in Eurasia vs. 23.69/10.53 = 2.25 elsewhere), and one could not successfully model
the observed data without the area bias interaction.
A standard procedure to test such interactions formally rather intuitively is known
as an analysis of deviance. For the present data, such an analysis suggests that the
three-way interaction biasareaorder and the two-way association areaorder
are not needed, but that the two two-way associations of interest, bias  order and
bias area, make both statistically signiﬁcant contributions.13
This means that biases towards case are associated with both verb-ﬁnal word order
and location in Eurasia. Since there is no three-way interaction, these two-way interac-
tions are independent of each other, i.e. the underlying causes in processing and areal
diﬀusion appear to work independently of each other. This ﬁnding converges with a
13The analysis of deviance was performed with likelihood ratio 2 tests comparing the deviance (‘lack
of ﬁt’) of successively simpler models, i.e. models with vs. models without the relevant interactions
(using the anova.glm function in R). The results are for bias  area  order: 2 = :551, p = :45;
for area order: 2 = :554, p = :45; for bias area: 2 = 4:542; p = :034; and for bias order:
2 = 4:903; p = :027. These same conclusions can be reached by stepwise model selection using
Akaike’s An Information Criterion (AIC), implemented as stepAIC (Venables & Ripley 2002).
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recent study by Sinnemäki (2010) that uses the Family Bias Method to explore the asso-
ciation of zero role marking (i.e. absence of any case or agreement) with both word order
patterns (here, SVO order) and areal diﬀusion. Like in the present study, both types of
causes have a signiﬁcant eﬀect but appear to operate independently of each other.
6 Conclusions and outlook
The case study above has shown how we can ﬁnd out about trends in diachrony from
densely sampling families. The method proposed therefore ﬁts with a fundamental tenet
of Distributional Typology (cf. Section 3): that the distribution of structures is always
the product of history. The diachronic approach also solves a troubling question of rep-
resentativeness: to what extent can a sample of the languages that happen to be spoken
now (and happen to be investigated) ever tell us anything about human language in
general? The problem is that the current range of languages may not (and is indeed
unlikely to) instantiate everything that is humanly possible because languages arise and
die for reasons that have nothing to do with their structures. The Family Bias Method
and related methods, however, do not aim at specifying ranges of possible structures.
Instead, what the methods give evidence of is speciﬁc eﬀects of causal mechanisms that
operate in diachrony. The causal mechanisms are in principle expected to leave signals in
all families (with the relevant structural properties and geographical locations), regard-
less of the range of families that happen to exist at any given time or that one happens
to sample (Levinson et al. 2011). This makes the ﬁndings independent of whether or
not our samples are representative of the entire universe of human language.
However, many causes of interest are very weak. Indeed, causes that are based on
processing preferences are even expected to leave only relatively small signals in the
data since languages that violate functional theories can still be acquired and processed
over generations. Furthermore, eﬀects might be totally blurred and even reversed by
known and unknown counteracting causes as well as by chance processes that can aﬀect
individual linguistic eco-systems. Therefore, in order to detect any statistical eﬀects,
one typically needs to cast the net very wide. This means that one needs to sample as
many families as possible and sample these densely (breaking thereby with traditional
sampling strategies that were concerned with picking only one or only few languages
per family). Also, in order to identify critical interactions of functional and event-based
eﬀects, it is essential to sample families across all geographical regions that are known
to have undergone extensive spreads.
This leaves us with an important practical call: in order to gain further insights
into the what, where and why of language we need much larger databases. And to
the extent that causal theories become ever more precise, the more they bear on very
speciﬁc structures (e.g. on case marking when all referents are human and not just any
case marking). This requires databases to reach higher descriptive precision. In the long
run, it won’t do to gloss over relevant distinctions and set up gross types like “ergative
language” or “SVO language”. In this regard, the needs of large-scale typological work
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entirely coincide with the needs of ﬁeldwork-based descriptive research and, as argued in
Section 2, these needs are best served by developing ﬁne-grained Multivariate Typologies.
In addition, there is an urgent need for more sophisticated statistical methods. What
I have presented in this chapter is what is currently available. The methods are still a bit
crude, e.g. by relying on statistical tests of whether or not a family is biased rather than
on estimates of the degree to which it is biased. Distributional Typology urgently needs
intensive research here, but what has become clear is that it won’t do to blindly copy
methods from bio-informatics or other ﬁelds where processes over time are modelled. The
diachronic dynamics of language have special properties that need to be accounted for
— above all the fact noted in Section 4 that the absence of change can be an important
signal of systematic causes that constrain diachrony.
However, other aspects of the overall orientation of Distributional Typology are far
more important than these relatively technical issues. First, because of its Pāṇinian
heritage, typological research has often concentrated more on formulating generaliza-
tions than explicit causal theories that would explain them. Once generalizations are
statistical, however, they are always only as interesting as the causal theory behind
them. In response, much more eﬀort is needed now to develop richly articulated the-
ories. For functional theories, this means extensive cooperation with psychologists and
geneticists on the one hand and with anthropologists and sociologists on the other hand.
For event-based theories, it is imperative that theories be deeply grounded in non-
linguistic evidence, and this again requires detailed cooperation with other historically-
and geographically-oriented disciplines. A statistical signal of some features in an area
can be entirely spurious unless it is shown to be plausibly caused by concrete historical
events.
A second issue relates to the use of statistical methods. Distributional Typology is
not the only approach that breaks with the Pāṇinian tradition of categorical analysis.
Indeed, there is a trend in this direction sweeping across all of linguistics. There is mount-
ing evidence that even our linguistic “competence”, impressively manifested through our
ability to judge the grammaticality of any unheard utterance, is ultimately probabilistic
in nature, largely predictable from previous experience (Bresnan 2007, Bresnan & Ford
2010; Bod, this volume). While Distributional Typology has so far mostly targeted dis-
crete values on nominal variables (and this is also what I focused on in this chapter),
one of the most exciting challenges is now to target directly probabilistic patterns and
base typology on corpora rather than reference grammars. There is indeed a rich, but so
far largely untapped, range of probabilistic patterns that are likely to be driven by func-
tional and event-based theories. For example, Bickel (2003) and Stoll & Bickel (2009)
explore psycholinguistic and anthropological theories that jointly predict the probabili-
ties for using overt noun phrase arguments in discourse (“referential density”). Stivers
et al. (2009) propose a universal theory of human communication that predicts strong
probabilistic patterns in turn-taking, such as response latencies in conversation. But
much else is unexplored here: for example, beyond anecdotal observations, we know
little about the areal diﬀusion of discourse and conversational practices although such
patterns strike ﬁeldworkers everywhere in the world. Progress in these areas requires
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that typology move from abstract grammatical structures to corpus and experimental
data as their object of inquiry. The rapid increase in available corpora worldwide bears
great promise here.
I would like to conclude this chapter by an overall lesson that I think one can draw
from the current state of the art in linguistics: the ﬁeld is slowly becoming a “normal”
science: a science that relies on the same view of causal theories and their testable, sta-
tistical eﬀects that has been so extremely successful across many disciplines. This makes
it much easier to embed linguistics into interdisciplinary research. However, given the
dual importance of functional and event-based theories, interdisciplinary eﬀort cannot
and should not be limited to biology and the cognitive sciences but needs to extend to
sociology and history as well.
Further Reading
A general appraisal of the state of the art in typology can be found in the journal
Linguistic Typology, issue 11:1 (2007), and in 2011, the same journal included a special
issue (15:2) on current statistical methods. For comparisons of statistical and absolute
generalizations see in particular Dryer (1998), Newmeyer (2005), and Bickel (2010a,
2014). The role of explanation in typology is insightfully discussed in Dryer (2006a,b)
(and Section 1 is much inspired by this work). The basic idea of a distribution-based,
population science approach to typology was introduced in Nichols (1992, 2003), while
the focus on diachrony as the key to understanding current distributions goes back to at
least the work of Greenberg (1978) (summarized in modern perspective by Croft 2003;
also cf. Givón, this volume). Functional theories have a long tradition in typology –
see, among many others, for example Hawkins (1994, 2004) for morphosyntax or Blevins
(2004) for phonology – while event-based theories have gained substantial ground in
typology only since Nichols (1992). Generalized linear models are introduced in most
modern statistics textbooks and speciﬁcally also in textbooks for linguists (Johnson 2008,
Baayen 2008). For applications of the Family Bias Method, see Bickel (2011c, 2013),
Bickel et al. (in press-a,-b), and Sinnemäki (2010).
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